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ABSTRACT   
In this work, we explore the variation of power losses of PMMA-core plastic optical fiber through tensile tests. 
Experimental results of received optical power during elastic and plastic deformation process demonstrate the feasibility 
of POFs as simple intensity-based fiber-optic sensors for Structural Health Monitoring applications beyond complex 
schemes. A theoretical approach of the POF behavior versus strain is also provided.    
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1. INTRODUCTION  
A novel market niche constitutes structural health monitoring (SHM) purposes. In this latter scenario, strain 
measurement is of most interest for structural analysis, such as cracking detection or fatigue analysis. Compared to glass 
optical fibers, POFs are cheaper and easier to align thus driving cost-effective sensing approaches. Related to standard 
PMMA POF fibers, they can be strained to more than 40% due to their elasto-plastic properties while fully maintaining 
their light guiding properties. This makes then well-suited for SHM applications when compared, for instance, to current 
FBG (Fiber Bragg Grating)-based solutions. These are mostly based on glass optical fiber which provides limited 
measurement ranges due to their low break-down strain of only percentage units of strain (typically 1%). 
Focusing on POF-based SHM solutions, different techniques employing POF for strain measurements have been 
reported in literature with great success. Since a Bragg grating can be written in a single mode POF1, the POF has 
become an attractive optical device in sensor systems for the aforementioned applications. Nevertheless, the drawback 
relies on the fact that typically an Optical Spectrum Analyzers (OSA) needs to be used to monitor the wavelength shift 
versus strain by its principle of operation. This fact usually leads to a dramatic increase of total cost of the solution 
employed2. Additionally, such POF-based FBGs also suffer from higher losses and temperature dependence, becoming a 
constraint in applications in which temperature is seen as an external undesirable factor. In other cases, the SHM 
monitoring technique employs singlemode POFs extended to POF-based interferometric schemes allowing high accuracy 
for such measurements but increasing the complexity of the total system3. Finally, other authors have shown that 
distributed strain sensing with POF by evaluating the distributed Rayleigh backscatter signal using Optical Time Domain 
Reflectometry (OTDR) is possible4.  
The principle of the intensity-based measurement implemented for SHM applications have been reported in literature by 
different authors5,6, where the POF needed to be bent. In that cases, the fewer propagating modes experience total 
internal reflection at the location of the bend, and they are therefore radiated decreasing the total optical power received. 
A nearly constant normalized optical power ratio slope (i.e. sensitivity) in POF specimens subjected to different bending 
radii has been reported7. In other approaches the POF is simply embedded with no bending to monitor the crack 
evolution in composite laminates8. However, little effort has been made on determining the characteristics of such POF 
sensors versus the applied strain rate.  
In this work, POF specimens with no need for fiber bending when embedding or gluing in structural elements being 
subjected to deformational states are investigated at different strain rates. The paper is organized as follows: first, the 
theoretical background is briefly described in Section 2; next, the variations in POF power loss for various strain rates 
are reported and analyzed in Section 3; finally, conclusions are provided in Section 4. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The mechanical deformation of a fiber consists of a simultaneous axial elongation and diameter decrease. Both effects 
are altered due to stress/strain and may change the refractive index of the optical fiber thus affecting the optical 
performance. Theoretically, this deformation can cause anisotropic and inhomogeneous distribution of the refractive 
index, a process which is called photo-elastic effect. It has been estimated a refractive index change caused by stress in 
the order of ±0.019. On the other hand, when the light propagates from the unstressed to the stressed area if the refractive 
index contrast between the core and cladding regions decreases, the field confinement becomes weak thus increasing the 
power loss. This phenomenon is referred to as radiation confinement loss10. Particularly, in POFs, previous works have 
demonstrated that the PMMA (core material) refractive index decreases with strain whereas fluorinated polymers 
(cladding material) increase their refractive index directly proportional to the applied strain11. 
The variation of the refractive index due to stress can be expressed, from the common nomenclature standard and 
notation, as a function of both the stress-optic coefficients, ic  and the applied stress, ijσ , thus yielding 
( ),ij i ijn F c σΔ = . Moreover, ijnΔ  can also be expressed as a function of strain, ε , by ij ijEσ ε= ⋅  in which E  
corresponds to the Young’s modulus. On the other hand, this refractive index variation can be alternatively expressed as 
a function of the axial strain energy density by means of 
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where V is the total volume of the POF specimen, A is the fiber cross-sectional area and δ  is the change in length due to 
deformation process, respectively. It has been assumed that fiber diameter variations due to the applied load have a 
negligible impact on the optical fiber power loss. 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A standard 980µm core-diameter step-index POF fiber was employed during tensile tests. This fiber type has a cladding 
with 0.01mm of thickness composed of a fluorinated polymer (typically fluoroalkylmethacrylate) thus having a lower 
refractive index than that of the fiber core and assuring light propagation condition through the fiber. 
(a)                                                  (b) 
         
Figure 1. (a) Picture of the testing machine for strain measurements,            (b) POF specimen. 
Quasi-static tests controlling the displacement of the bare POF fiber specimens were performed. Fig. 1a shows a picture 
of the testing machine (INSTRON model 8516/8802) used for the deformation trials, with a maximum load capacity of 
100/250kN. Fig. 1b depicts a POF specimen especially designed to prevent undesirable fiber skids during the data 
acquisition that could distort the measurements. 
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From each test the true stress-true strain (σ-ε) relation and mechanical parameters such as Young's modulus, E, yield 
strength, σy, and the tensile strength, Sm are obtained. Statistically negligible differences between the results of different 
test under the same conditions are observed. Figure 2 depicts an illustrative example of a stress-strain relation obtained in 
a test at strain rate 0.0025 s-1. The shape of the curve reveals the deformation process of the PMMA material under 
applied strain. Beyond the elastic limit, the first negative slope of the curve and further significant change (beyond 
(ε∼0.1) is attributed to the reorientation of the PMMA molecular chains in the same axis of the applied load. The 
measured mechanical properties at different strain rates are depicted in Fig. 2(b). As a matter of fact, increasing the strain 
rate results in a slight increase of the Young’s modulus, whereas the yield strength and the tensile strength increase 
significantly. 
 
Figure 2. (a) POF stress-strain curve at a strain rate of 0.0025s-1.   (b) Measured mechanical properties of POF. 
The scheme used to measure the POF power loss during the mechanical characterization consisted on a LED source 
operating at 635nm and a receiver driver including both a photodiode and electronic amplifying/filtering stages. 
Experimental data is recorded by means of a digital oscilloscope for an off-line signal processing. To avoid undesirable 
variations in the measured power loss due to short-term optical source fluctuations or external perturbations that could 
distort the analysis of the experimental results, a self-referencing scheme is implemented. Another POF is deployed 
obtaining a reference signal by bypassing the sensing specimen, thus providing a self-referencing spatial separation 
technique. 
                                          (a)                                                                                      (b) 
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Figure 3. Normalized power loss versus applied strain for various strain rates: (a) 0.0028 s-1, (b) 0.0084 s-1. 
To enhance the interaction between the power loss and the applied strain, we normalize the received optical power as 
=0
out outP P
ε , where the reference value is the measured power loss of the specimen when no strain is applied. Fig. 3 
shows two illustrative cases of the effect on power ratio for POF specimens subjected to different strain rate tests. It is 
clearly noticed that the received optical power decreases as the elongation increases. Nevertheless, little influence of the 
power loss versus the applied strain rate is noticeable. The reduction in the measured power ratio is in the order of 15-
20% for larger strain, i.e. before breaking. Upper POF strain limit before failure resulted in ε=0.49. Nevertheless, all the 
specimens tested showed a uniform behavior in which this limit was in a range from ε=0.40-0.49. Dashed lines in both  
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figures represent the second-order polynomial curve fit of the measured normalized power loss. For our estimation, we 
have considered a quadratic dependence of the received optical power, given by Eq. (1). Upper bound of the relative 
error in all cases was 9%, although error average of all trials was approximately 5%.  
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We report experimental trials for bare PMMA-core POF specimens under axial strain with simultaneous measurements 
of the optical power detected at reception. From the results, it is shown that the received optical power decreases as the 
elongation increases, although little dependence with the applied strain rate is noticeable. This fact is explained because 
the refractive index contrast between the core and cladding regions decreases, when the fiber is subjected to a 
deformation process. Consequently the field confinement becomes weak thus increasing the power loss.  
Moreover, this power loss versus the applied strain shows a quadratic dependence, directly related to the induced strain 
energy variation stored in the deformed POF specimen. Under the assumption of quadratic dependence, errors in the 
quadratic estimation are in the order of units of percentage. But, what it is most important, the reduction in the measured 
power ratio is in the order of 15-20% demonstrating that cost-effective POF-based intensity-based sensors may be 
suitable as part of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems beyond complex schemes under specific conditions. No 
need for fiber extra bending, when embedding or gluing in structural elements being subjected to deformational states, is 
required. We are currently working in a detailed theoretical approach which will be reported elsewhere. 
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